
house, or it can be a section of the estimate that you want to price differently.

However, each estimate must have at least one phase.  Each phase that is added

to an estimate will contain a phase description and markups for Material, Labor, 

Sub C and Other.

NOTE:  It is optional to include dimensions in your phase.  If you would like 

HomeTech Advantage to calculate quantities based on the dimensions be sure to 

USING PHASES

What is a Phase?                                                                                      

A phase is the organization of cost items in the estimate.  Depending upon your

project you may have more than one phase.  It can be a room, it can be an entire

complete the dimensions area in the 'Phase Maintenance Window'.

In this tutorial we will show you how to Add, Edit, Reorder, and Delete a Phase.

To Add a phase to an existing estimate, be sure to have the estimate open

While in the 'Estimate'  tab select "Add/Edit Phase" from the menu bar on the top.

In the "Phase Maintenance" window under "Phase List" are pre-entered

phase names you can choose from or if you wish you can create your own.



To add the phase of your choice to the estimate select the pre-entered

phase and then select the "Add Phase to Estimate" located under the Estimate 

Phases window

Once you have updated your 'Phase Master List' select your phase and click

Add Phase to Estimate'

If you would like to create your own select  "Edit Master List"

When the 'Phase Names' box opens select 'New' and type your chosen name

in the description box.  Once you are finished select 'Save' and then 'Exit'



Width you would enter 10, and the box for Height you would enter 8.  When you are

finished click 'Save and Exit' at the bottom right of the 'Phase Maintenance Window'

Next were going to enter the "Base Dimensions" for a treehouse.  Lets assume our  

treehouse is 8ft x 10ft x 8ft.  In the box given for Length you would enter 8, the box for 

To change the order in which the phase's in an existing estimate are shown, make sure 

your estimate is open and your phase's are showing.  From the menu bar on top in the

Estimate Phases' section click on 'Reorder Phases'.



A 'Reorder Phases' box will appear displaying a list of phase descriptions used in your

estimate.  Use the Green Arrows to reorder your phases.  When finished click 'Apply'

To Delete a phase in an existing Estimate, Select the "Delete Phase" in the 'Estimate 

Phases' section. 

In the box provided select the phase to be deleted and click 'Delete Phase'


